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NEW YEAR MESSAGE FROM CHAIRMAN/CEO

“A Challenging But Exciting Year Ahead”
employees
for
their
unwavering
dedication and hard work. ENOVAX is
poised to grow its brand name, and we
will continue to improve our service
quality and product offerings so that our
clients can fully profit from our business
partnerships.

Have a Productive and
Prosperous Year of the
Rooster......
Thank you.

I would like to applause all our
employees for their stellar performance
in 2016 for which we have won the
Singapore Prestige Brand Awards 2016
(Promising Brand Category), conferred
by the Association of Small- and
Medium-sized Enterprises (ASME) and
Chinese daily, Lianhe Zaobao. I would
also like to take this opportunity to
extend my sincere appreciation to our
valued clients, stakeholders and partners
for their support and belief in us. 2016
was a year of opportunities and
challenges for the IT industry. Despite
facing some strong headwinds due to
the economic slow down, ENOVAX was
able to learn, adapt and emerge
stronger and more resilient.
Our people remain our most important
asset and we will continue to look for
innovative ways to train and develop
them so that they are equipped to do
well in the more dynamic and uncertain
business environment in 2017.

As we continue to leverage on our
experience and strength in
our IT
business solution services, we will also
enhance our combined efforts to
develop more partnerships and strategic
alliances
after
the
successful
collaborations
with
Swiss-based
Magnolia and
Axon Ivy. We will
therefore
seek
new
ways
and
opportunities in 2017 to grow ENOVAX
and create value for our stakeholders. In
spite of the uncertainty in the present
global economy, ENOVAX will continue
to improve its service quality, grow the
business and provide better career
opportunities for our employees. We are
definitely committed to long-term
survival and expansion of our business
portfolio to cater to the growing needs
of our clients in diverse sectors of the
economy.
Finally, I like to take this opportunity
once again to reiterate my heart-felt
gratitude to our management and

Erwin Foo
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AXON IVY and ENOVAX has sealed a deal to collaborate on
providing more digital business solutions to companies and
accelerate the business transformation scene in Asia. This
special deal was brokered/facilitated by Recipucous and firmed

ANNOUNCEMENT OF
AXON IVY-ENOVAX
COLLABORATION
2016/12/1

AXON IVY and ENOVAX team
up to accelerate Business
Transformation in Asia

Lucerne/Singapore. We are pleased to announce that
we have partnered with Enovax Pte. Ltd., an IT business
solution domain knowledge leader in Singapore!
AXON IVY and ENOVAX have recently sealed the deal for a
strategic partnership. This cooperation will be one of the
strong determinants of the success of companies’ digital
transformation journey.
This partnership enables customers to experience
progressive developments in automating their key business
processes. AXON IVY’s digital platform provides an
integrated set of technologies for designing, implementing
and orchestrating composite processes that includes
interactions among people, systems, information and
policies/rules.
ENOVAX is the domain knowledge leader for Entertainment
Industry, F&B Sector, Payment Industry and Customized
Industrial solutions in Asia. The decision to cooperate with
AXON IVY leverages this experience to create distinctive
advantages for ENOVAX‘ existing and future clients.
AXON IVY will now be part of ENOVAX’ offering to support
excellent digital user experience, enabling end-to-end
system integration, automate complex business processes
and maximize the power of existing solutions quicker and
easier.
“Our digital platform provides feature rich and high quality
BPM workflow solution, worry-free implementation and is
offering the required reliability, efficiency, together with
scalability to address future customer needs. The
cooperation is backed by AXON’s commitment of providing
requisite customer support”, says Oliver Deutsch, Head of
Partner Management at AXON IVY.
Erwin Foo, CEO of ENOVAX, is so excited to already report
the first customer implementation on the AXON IVY
platform. “The digital economy has redefined the way

up during Enovax CEO Mr. Erwin Foo's visit to Axon Ivy office in
Lucerne, Switzerland in late October 2016.
In this connection, AXON IVY issued a Press Release to
announce the business partnership which spells more exciting
opportunities for both companies and their related business
partners.

organizations conduct business. Such a rapid adoption of
new technologies has demanded significant change in
traditional business practice. With AXON IVY and their
technology, we believe that we have a great partner on our
side to help organizations to stay ahead of this change and
achieve long-term success!” says Mr. Foo.
About Enovax:
ENOVAX PTE LTD was incorporated on 17 February 2010 by
IT Entrepreneur Mr. Erwin Foo, with a strong positioning
from the onset to be a market leader providing a full suite of
optimized IT business solutions and internet related services
via
seamless
web,
mobile
and
kiosks/gantry
applications/platforms. Serving the needs of the local and
international
business
communities,
ENOVAX
has
accumulated a wealth of experience and know-how on the
dynamics of integrated business solutions to accelerate
enterprise growth. Through the amalgamation of
multi-platform and latest technology, they make I.T. easy for
their customers and assist them to attain their desired
corporate agendas and extend their value chain. For further
information on ENOVAX, please visit their web-site at
www.enovax.com.
About AXON IVY:
AXON IVY specializes in BPM solutions and supports its
customers in the digital transformation and the
implementation of new business models. Founded in Zug
(CH) in 1994, the company now belongs to the AXON
ACTIVE group that employs over 600 people worldwide.
Headquartered in Lucerne AXON IVY has offices in Munich,
Vienna, Singapore and San Francisco and has its own
development laboratories in Switzerland and in Vietnam.
Globally, more than 400 companies use the multi-award
winning Axon.ivy BPM Suite.
Contact:
AXON IVY AG
Schlössli Schönegg
Wilhelmshöhe
6003 Lucerne
Siwtzerland
www.axonivy.com
Madita Führer
Telefon +43 1 52 22 576
madita.fuehrer@axonivy.com

SPECIAL REPORT – ERWIN SPEAKS UP

Lianhe Zaobao : Singapore’s Future Economy
Lianhe Zaobao, Singapore Chinese Daily, carried an editorial article on
Tuesday, 6 December 2016 , headlined : " The World Economy : How
the Singapore Government increases Publicity and Communications to
help Businesses grasp opportunities".
In the article, ENOVAX CEO Mr. Erwin Foo was asked by the Reporter
to share his views on how the Government can provide assistance to
companies to innovate and digitise their business solutions and
processes. Here is the link to the press coverage which is published in
the Chinese language .
http://www.zaobao.com.sg/special/report/singapore/futureofus/story
20161206- 698620

OSP “OFFICER STAR RATING” READY FOR LAUNCH

Raising Security Profession
To A Higher Level Of Recognition
As Singapore is now part of the bigger
global economic scene, greater security
and political stability is all the more
crucial for continued investment and
trading confidence. Correspondingly,
the need for a higher standard of security
professionalism becomes essential.
Moving forward, there is a conscious
effort to raise the professional bar. Now,
with Security Officer “STAR” Rating, it is
possible to differentiate officers and
generate value to the industry’s
stakeholders.
Supported by the Union of Security
Employees (USE), this is an initiative to
help Security Officers progress in their
jobs and upgrade themselves via a
Rating System administered by OSP
Security Manpower Portal developed by
Onestop Security Platform Pte Ltd (OSP).
“SO” STAR
:
Given when a Security Officer officially
registers on OSP Portal as a Member.
Registration is Free of Charge.
“SA” STAR
:
Given when a Security Officer is
employed by a Security Agency
registered as a Member of OSP Portal.

“PERFORMANCE” STAR
:
Upon completion of three months of
service, the Security Officer’s
performance is strictly assessed by the
Employer and re-affirmed by the Service
Buyer in a prescribed online form via the
Portal. Only after satisfying all
assessment criteria and final verification
by OSP, will the Performance Star be
awarded.
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“UPGRADING” STAR
:
Awarded when Security Officer has
upgraded and improved himself by

With the Security Officer “STAR” Rating,
Officers will now be in a position to
differentiate themselves from the
pack. Through the Rating System,
they can now be projected to be
more professional, experienced and
outstanding. Officers will be encouraged
and motivated to upgrade themselves
through further skills training in
preparation to take on more important
roles at work.

attaining qualifications in courses other
than those basic PWM requirements.
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For More Information:




HOTLINE : 8693 3896


ENOVAX
PROJECTS
UPDATE
Our major customers have been highly
supportive and have continuously awarded
ENOVAX with high value projects year after
year. Worthy of mention are two recent
projects of paramount importance. Here’s a
quick look at the upcoming deliverables that
we have in our pipeline.

STAR ticketing system for Sentosa
Development Corporation
• target to go live in mid-February 2017
• is the largest ticketing project so far in
Enovax’s History
• a remarkable collaboration between NEC
and Enovax to ultimately facilitate various
ticket purchases all into one single
platform
• Enovax, as part of the solution, provides
more than 10 self-service kiosks
islandwide, an online portal for Sentosa’s
partners and agents to make purchases
over Business-to-Business (B2B) portal,
and e-commerce portal for islanders and
tourists to make ticket purchases over
business-to-consumer (B2C) portal online

NS50 for Nsmen 50th Anniversary
Celebration (SAFRA)
• target to go live by the 2nd quarter of
2017
• it’s an exclusive celebration for NSmen in
Singapore
nationwide
to
show
recognition from Ministry of Defence
(MINDEF) of all the tremendous
contribution made over the past 50 years
ever since the existence of National
Service
• it is an initiative from MINDEF and SAFRA
clubhouse, and collaboration project
between NEC and Enovax
• each eligible NS man will be rewarded
100-dollar
voucher
sponsored
by
MINDEF,
and
complimentary
membership from SAFRA
• Enovax, as the major technology provider
of this project, in charge of voucher
management system, to deliver, manage
and consolidate voucher eligibility and
membership offer from technology
channel to distribution channel, all to be
carried out using cloud computing
platform
• It is the first nationwide project to be
deployed in cloud computing platform in
Enovax’s history

OSP “PARTNERS”
MENDAKI SENSE

OSP’s latest effort in bringing OSP
Manpower Portal closer to the
community is the partnership with
MENDAKI SENSE in their Employment
Facilitation program for the entire year of
2017.
As a strong advocator of helping the
security industry to address some of
the pressing concerns like
manpower shortage and
matching
good
security
officers with good security
agencies, we see a strong synergy
with what MENDAKI SENSE is doing
for the community in their various
employability and social initiatives.
The key objective of this partnership is to
leverage on MENDAKI SENSE’s strong
presence in the community and track
record of the many Employment Facilitation
and Career Fairs events successfully conducted
over the years. MENDAKI SENSE’s creditability in
helping the community is legendary and endorsed by
many and OSP’s participation will be viewed positively by
the public .
In addition, MENDAKI SENSE’s ability to draw the right target
audience also ensure desirable results for OSP and this is in line with
OSP’s vision to help “Women back to work”, “Displaced/retrenched/older
workers”, “Youth in between Studies and NS”, “Youth with no clear career
options”, amongst others.
Our partnership kicks off to a good start on 19 January 2017 when a Job Fair
was organized by MENDAKI SENSE at WIS@Changi which OSP took a
booth space. The half day event drew in an encouraging audience despite
the inclement weather. Our team of OSP management and executives
managed to assist job seekers to sign up for basic and upgrading security
training courses using SkillsFund or Security Agency’s sponsored courses.
Going forward, we are committed to work closer with MENDAKI SENSE to
leverage on their year-long plan to reach out quickly and effectively to
people seeking employment at various locations in Singapore. Already, OSP
has been roped in to participate in their next “Making Sense of Skillsfuture
Fair” slated on 25 February 2017 at Fuchun Community Club in Woodlands.

CHRISTMAS YULETIDE @ ENOVAX
Traditionally, Christmas is the time for giving and sharing
– the special time of the year, to collectively celebrate
the festive holiday and yuletide season. At Enovax, this
tradition continues with an exciting gathering of
management and staff to rejoice in the merry-making on
Friday, 16 December 2016 at SCAPE Orchard.
As Team bonding is always strongly encouraged in
ENOVAX, karaoke singing and games featuring team
spirits were played as colleagues pitted their skills
against one another amid fun and laughter. This year,
two long-serving employees (who have clocked more
than 5 years with ENOVAX), Steven Lo Chee Vun and
Jensen Bryan Ching were presented with Fossil watches
engraved with their names by CEO Erwin Foo.
Apart from the sumptuous buffet spread of Asian
delights, roasted turkey and honey-glace ham, we also
celebrated the birthdays of 3 employees, Fandy
Sutrisno, Jonnathan Ang and Johnny Yeo with a creamy
log cake. Our CEO Erwin Foo sprang a surprise with his
violin performance of Christmas tunes and Birthday
songs – completing the scene of a memorable Christmas
Party for all.

“LO HEI”

TO HERALD IN
YEAR OF ROOSTER
“Out” went the Monkey and “In” came the Rooster as we
welcome the Lunar New Year 2017. As in previous years,
ENOVAX invited all employees to partake in “LO HEI” or
commonly known as “YU SHEN” which is Tossing of Raw Fish
Salad for Abundance of Good Luck and a Bountiful year of
Harvest.
This year, our Lunar New Year celebration took place on 9
February 2017 at Peony Jade Clark Quay Restaurant. Staff were
treated to a 9-course Chinese Dinner to mark the advent of yet
another year of prosperity.

ENOVAX FACEBOOK
BANNER TAKES ON

ORIENTAL LOOK
In line with the Lunar New Year Celebrations, our
Senior Web Designer created two special Chinese New
Year themed Banner/Cover Design for our FaceBook.
One of these Oriental Designs was adopted for use
from 6 January to 13 February 2017.
The Chinese character “FU” (Good Luck) was stylized
to include our ENOVAX logo in the design layout, an
auspicious connotation during the festive season.

ENOVAX

CORPORATE
VIDEO
As ENOVAX moves forward with its publicity activities to
raise the visibility of the company, we have progressively
rolled out various marketing and promotional programs. In
this connection, a short corporate video was produced
which was screened at the Grand Gala Dinner at Ritz
Carlton Hotel as part of the Singapore Prestige Brand
Awards 2016 Ceremony. ENOVAX was a Winner of the
SPBA 2016 Promising Brand Award. This corporate video is
a 2 minutes introduction of ENOVAX’s business history,
mile-stones and project achievements.

BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATIONS
THE ENOVAX WAY

Melodious din of “Birthday songs” is a common sound in
ENOVAX as management and staff gathered at the monthly
staff meeting to belt out the greetings and well wishes in
English, Mandarin, Malay, Tagalog or any familiar languages.
Recent celebrants include Randy Chua, Steven Lo Chee Vun
and Chang Qing (January) and Bob Lim Cher Ang (February).

ENOVAX GROUP
ENOVAX PTE LTD
ONESTOP SECURITY PLATFORM PTE LTD
33 Ubi Avenue 3
#02-02/03 VERTEX
Singapore 408868

Tel: +65-6908 1875
Fax: +65-6491 5786
E-mail: info@enovax.com

www.enovax.com
www.osp.sg
facebook.com/ENOVAX

